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Abstract 

The hyperfine interaction of 1' ,Tm and 1 7 5 L u implanted in Fe and 

annealed, or implanted at high temperaturesjuas studied by tine-integral 

and time-differential perturbed angular correlation experiments. The heat . 

treatment vas performed in order to modify the impurity-radiation damage 

interaction in the sample. Comparison of our results with other hyperfine 

interaction results on rare earths implanted in iron shows that after room-

temperature implantation, all the implanted nuclei experience the same 

hyperfine interaction. The annealing-and implantation-temperature depen

dences of the fraction of nuclei experiencing this hyperfine interaction 

are significantly different. The results are interpreted in terns of preci

pitation of an increasing proportion of implanted impurities. A discussion 

of their relation to the implanted impurity lattice location is presented 

in a companion paper. 



1. Introduction 

Considerable attention has been devoted to the correlation be

tween the hyperfine interaction (BFI) at the nucleus of impurities implanted 

in ferromagnetic netals and their lattice location, as determined by 

channeling and nuclear backscattering (or reaction) techniques. Detailed 

investigations are still very much needed to establish the possible rela

tionship between a local phenomenon (the HFI) which is sensitive to- the dis

tortion of the impurity's electronic shells by neighboring atoms or defects» 

and a collective phenomenon (channeling) which ia sensitive to geometrical 



displacements of the impurity in the lattice, as veil as to lattice distor

tions induced by defects in the impurity's vicinity. The effect of implan

tât ion-induced radiation damage has been increasingly evidenced, and the 

3-10 
nature of the impurity-damage interaction is now being studied . Proper 

understanding of this interaction is interesting from the point of view of 

metal physics ; it is essential to the correct interpretation of HFI experi

ments on impurities implanted in metals. 

9 10 
This paper and three companion papers ' describe such c study for 

heavy impurities (mainly the rare earth Yb) in iron, in I, we analyzed the 

influence of interstitial impurities (oxygen) in the Yb-implanted layer. 

Here, we report integral perturbed angular correlation (IPAC) experiments 

on the 118 keV- and 139 fceV states of l s*Tm and on the 114 keV state of 

1 7 S L u implanted in Fe, as well as a time-differential perturbed angular 

correlation (TDPAC) experiment on the 379 keV-state of 1 6 9 T m in Fe. The 

experiments were performed after annealing or implanting at temperatures 

up to 550*C They are analysed in terms of previous IPAC data on Fe 

I S ,Tm at (and below) room temperature, and discussed with extensive refer-
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ence to other BFI experiments * on I 6 9Tm and other rare earth nuclei im

planted in Fe. The localized nature of 4f-impurity magnetism has specific 

features (existence of a free-ion hyperfine field ; crystalline electric 

field effects) that may be used to advantage in the discussion of the HFI 

changes due to radiation damage evolution. The fact that the sum of the orbital 

hyperfine field (calculated from first principles) and of the estimated (small) 

contact contribution sets ah upper limit on the HFI is particularly relevant. 

In III, lattice location results are reported for the same implanted 

alloys (and for Au in Fe). A comparative discussion of the HFI and lattice 



location results ia presented in IV,providirig information on the nature, the 

geometry and -to-sotte extent- on the dynamics of the impurity-damage inter

action. The HFI data are presented and analyzed separately in this paper 

in order to enphasize the information they may (or may not) provide inde

pendently. A preliminary report of II and III was given some time ago . 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Source preparation 

2.1.1. ROOK-température implantations : Implantation of radioactive 

'"Yb vas carried out with the set-up described in Ref.17, consisting of 

the Orsay EM-2 Isotope Separator with a 100 kV post-accelerating lens. The 

total implantation energy was 130 kV. As previously, several sources' could 

be prepared in a single run. Typical ion currents were *v0.1 nA, and implan

ted doses were 10 1 2-J0 1 3a£.cm~ 2. 

2.1.2. High-temperature implantations : Radioactive 1 6 3 Y b implan

tations were performed at higher-than-room temperatures on the SIDONIE iso

tope separator (C.S.N.S.M., Orsay) using a post-

accelerating lens including a heater as veil as a goniometer for single-

crystal targets (Figure 1). Target foil temperatures up to 850 K may be 
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obtained with this system . The temperature control is better than I K 

during the implantation. Typical radioactive ions currents of ca. 0.1-1.0. nA 

were monitored directly, and the total dose was measured via a current inte

grator at the high voltage potential (a secondary electron repel 1er is in* 

eluded in the system). Implanted doses were again 10 1 2-l0 l sat.cm~ 2; the im

plantation energy was 140 keV. 

2.2. Target foils and anneals 

Since the purpose of these experiments was to study the influence 
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of crystal damage and impurities on HFI results, target preparation and 
19 treatment received special attention. Targets were 100 pm-thick foils 

prepared from 99.999Z-pure zone-refined iron. The foils were annealed one 

hour at 850*C in vacuum before implantation in order to eliminate dislo-

- cations due to rolling. All anneals (before or after implantation) were 

carried out in a -vacuum better than 10~7Torr ; an ion pump and liquid nitro

gen traps were used to avoid contamination (especially by light impurities). 

The annealing temperature stability was 

monitored by a Ni-Cr thermocouple. In these experiments, implanted samples 

were-always annealed for 15 minutes (this is a standard procedure in iso

chronal annealing studies of radiation-damage in metals). 

2*3. Integral perturbed angular correlation experiments 

Integral perturbed angular correlation (IPAC) experiments were per

formed simultaneously on the 7/2+ (139 keV)-state and on the 5/2+ (118 keV)-

state in I R ,Tm decaying from 1'*Yb (Figure 2). The half-lives of these 

states are, respectively, 0.32 ns and 0.063 ns ; their.nuclear properties 

have been carefully studied . Previous IPAC studies of the Fe 1 6 , T m hyper-

fine interaction are discussed in Ref. 11. A store recent UFI study via the 

Mossbauer effect is reported in Refs 13-14.The IPAC experiments on 1 7 5 L u in Fe 
. " 21 were described previously . 

A thin window, Ga-implanted, Ge(Li) detector was used (energy reso

lution 2.7 keV at 110 keV) in coincidence with two Nal(Tl) crystals (coupled 

to 56 DVP low-noise photomultipliers). The source mounting and electronics 

were standard . The source-counter distance was 7.0 cm : the corresponding 

(small) solid-angle corrections are accounted for in the results presented 

below. 
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.In most experiments described here, two experimental parameters 

were measured for both angular correlations : the anisotropy A and the 

rotation R, each defined as usual by the following relations : 

tf(j»"fH)- ,j» 

n _ 2[W(135*,«yO-w(l35'>,°vf)3 
K [W(135B,~,+)+W< 135" ,«>,+) J 

22 where V(6,t,H) is the usual angular correlation function . The quantity A 

is the anisotropy of the angular correlation ; the parameter R is the varia

tion in count-rate at 135° with field up and down, which is a measure of 

the rotation of the angular correlation when the latter is known. The com

plete angular correlation was also measured in several cases (Figure 3). 

2.4. Differential perturbed angular correlations experiments : 

Time-differential perturbed angular correlations (TDPAC) experi

ments were performed on the 94 keV-63 keV cascade via the 7/2" (379.3 keV) 
20 state, whose half-life is 36 ns . Nal(Tl) detectors were used with standard 

fast-slow electronics and a time-to-amplitude converter. The time resolution 

of the system was 4.7 ns for prompt coincidences between the 57 keV X. ra

diation and the 63 keV y-ray. In order to avoid systematic errors (since the 

two Y~r*ys in coincidence are rather close neighbours in the energy spec

trum), the stability of the energy selection was monitored continuously and 

corrected when necessary. Measurements were normalized by monitoring the 

single count rates in the energy windows of the detectors at 8-TT and 6"r 

(this includes the correction for the source decay). 

In the TDPAC experiments, the measured parameter was 
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B( t) « .,Wfr,t).-w(ir/2ft) ( 2 ) 

W(Tr/2,t)+^w(irtt) 

and no external magnetic field was applied to the sample. 

3* Results and analysis 

3.1. Experimental results 

In the annealing experiments, all samples were implanted at room 

temperature (RT)\ After annealing» the parameters A and R were measured in 

IPAC experiments at room temperature. The results are listed in Table I, 

which also presentsvalues obtained for A in the corresponding unperturbed 

angular correlations (as measured in sources of YbCl 3,HCl t12N). Several mea

surements of the entire angular correlation confirmed the values of Table I. 

The experimental attenuation factor Gz(t) obtained in the TDFAC 

experiment at RT on the sample annealed at 550*0 is shown in Figure 4. The 

experimental value G2(t«0)«0.405 (15) is in good agreement with the value 

20 (0.395) calculated from the nuclear parameters of the angular correlation , i£ 

including the effect of the finite time resolution. Thus essentially all ;^i 

the l g 9 T n nuclei contribute to the TDPAC signal measured here, y| 

Table II listes the values of A and R measured in room temperature ' H 

IPAC experiments on samples prepared by lfi9Tb-implantation at high tempera

tures. /,'% 

3.2. Analysis 

3 .2 .1 . If AC experiments 

i 
Our analysis of the IPAC data i s based on a previous detailed ô 

study of the 1 5 ,Tro hyperfine interaction in Fe using the IPAC technique Jj. 



after room-temperature implantation under conditions very similar to ours. 

The comparison of results from two different nuclear levels in 1 6*Tn redu

ces the uncertainties in the analysis* This is important in view of the 

well-known ambiguities of "integral" techniques such as IPAC (and nuclear 

• orientation), which only sense a time-average of the HF1 acting on indivi

dual nuclei (Section 4). He have made the assumption here that a fraction 

f of the 1 6*Tn nuclei senses the tine-dependent magnetic HFI deduced from 

Bef.ll, while the remaining fraction (i-f) behaves,in an IPAC experiment, 

as though the corresponding nuclei were all essentially unperturbed : the 

only effect of annealing or implanting at high temperature is to change the 

value of the single parameter f. For this assuioption to hold in the present 

case, it is sufficient that a fraction (1-f) of the i e 9Tm spins ceases to be 

aligned (via the exchange interaction with the Fe magnetization) when the 

annealing or implantation temperature is increased. As discussed below, the 

situation is different in a spectroscopic (e.g. Mossbauer) measurement. 

The measured angular correlation can be written 

(3) 

whereW (8f«»fH) i s the integral angular correlat ion for perturbed nuclei 

and WNp(0l*°»O) i s the angular correlation in the absence of any perturba

t ion . With the appropriate expressions for Wp and W™ (and since only k« 2 

22 
terms have to be taken into account for the cascades studied he re ) , we 

obtain for 1 6 , Tm in Fe î 

W(e ,» ,H)-f [ ! + b^ coe2A9cos2(e+A0)]+(l-f) b 2 cos29 (4) 

where A6 i s the rotation angle of the angular correlat ion, b2 * 3&ilt*+Az]~l 

and b£ » 3A2Ua+A2] - 1 with a - 1 + A T N . The relaxation constant \ i s dedu

ced from the RT measurement of Ref. 11 (T« i s the nuclear l i fe t ime) . Eq(4) 

17 8 
was also used in I and other work * . when a s t a t i c magnetic HFI i s consi-



dered, as in the case of **5Lu in Fe, Eq(4) s t i l l holds, with a* 1- The cor

responding expressions for A aiad R are 

A - 2 £ b ' 2 c °g 2 iA6 + a-i>P2 ( 5 ) 

l - . f bi cos 2 2A0-(l-f)b a ' 

R - f b ' s in AAO 

the Y*cascade in 1 7 5Lu, we have deduced the parameter f (Tables I and II). 

Consistent values are thus obtained fron three independent measurements in 

Table I and two independent neasurements in Table II. The only exception is 

the measurement at S50°C in Table I, discussed below. Note that (Table I) 

after the IPAC measurement on the sample implanted at 520*0, the same sam

ple was annealed at 520°C, thus reducing f to zero. This interesting result 

will be discussed in IV. 

3.2,2. TDPAC experiments 

At an annealing temperature of 550°C, the rotation of the IPAC falls 

to zero, but the measured anisotropics (particularly for the 7/2* level,see 

Table I) clearly indicate a hyperfine interaction. The TDPAC experiment was 

performed in order to determine its nature. As shown in FigureA, the TDPAC 

curve was fitted by assuming that all the 1 6 9Tm nuclei were submitted to 

static, randomly oriented quadrupole interactions* A Gaussian distribution 

(width 6) of axial field gradients was assumed, centered around a frequency 
22 b) . The corresponding attenuation coefficient is then expressed as 

G2(t)«E s 2 n exp[- j (Snw ot) 2].cosno) t (6) 

where s„ are tabulated nuclear coefficients, and B(t) «= A 2G2(t). Using 

Eq(6) , a unique set of values is obtained : to » 255 (40) MHz and 6-0.15 

(05). 
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It is also possible to fit the TDPAC curve by assuming that all the 

1 ' , T M nuclei experience a static, randomly oriented magnetic interaction. 

With a Gaussian distribution (width 6') centered around a magnetic frequen-

• 22 
cy (û* , the attenuation coefficient is then : 

G 2 (t) - (2k+l)
- 1 \ 1 + 2 exp[- i-(6,cu^t)2Jcosw^t+ 2exp[-I (26,t^t)2]cos2u£t ( 

v7) 

A fit essentially identical co that of Figure 4 is ob nlned for w' «255 (40) 

MHz and 6*T-0.20 (05). This value of at' is rather small, and would not pro

duce a significant rotation in the IPAC experiment on the same sample. Thus, 

we cannot discriminate between static random magnetic or quadrupole inter

actions here. However, the corresponding frequencies are determined and all 

the 1 6 ,Tm nuclei are accounted for by C^(t«0).Also,it was impossible to fit our re

sults by assuming a time-dependent interaction unless the corresponding 

relaxation constant was very long: specifically no TDPAC signal would have 

been observed if the relaxation constants derived from the analysis of 

Ref.8 were correct. 

4. Discussion. 

The purpose of this Section is basically to justify the introduc

tion ofEq.(3). We restrict our discussion to (I) the assumption that f« 1 

after rooir tempe rature implantation of 1 6 9Tm, and (2) the nature of the 

modification in the hyperfine interaction which may contribute to the varia

tion of the parameter f.Amore complete discussion of these variation, in

cluding a comparison with lattice location results* is presented in IV. 

4.J. Hyperfine interaction after room-temperature implantation 

The ambiguity of "lattice-location" identification on the basis of 
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HFI experiments alone has been repeatedly emphasized. This is of course par

ticularly true, in general, of the so-called "integral" techniques such as 

IPAC or nuclear orientation, which average over possibly different HFI 

components contributing to a given angular distribution attenuation or 

rotation. Further uncertainties arise when it must be assumed that both the 

nature of the HFI and the number of different "HFI sites" may change upon, 

e.g.jannealing. In the present case, however, considerable information is 

obtained fro* IPAC experiments when combined with results obtained on I 6 ,Tm 

and other rare earth impurities in Fe by Mossbauer techniques. In this 

context, we should emphasize the complementarity -rather than the relative 

merits- of the HFI techniques. 

By studying the temperature-dependence of the IFAC of the 118- and 

139 keV levels in 1 6 ,Tm , the existence of a time-dependent HFI due to 

the Tm localised moment in Fe was demonstrated. The corresponding relaxation 

behavior -which should be a feature of all normal rare earth icpurities in Fe 

or Hi- could not be seen in Coulomb-recoil IFAC experiments on rare 
15 23 earth ions in Fe and Ni ' because of the very short-lived nuclear states 

13 j4 
involved, but it did appear in a careful analysis of Mossbauer spectra * • 

The hyperfine field values deduced from the IFAC data depend on a relaxa

tion model and on the assumption that the exchange term dominates the crys

talline electric field (CEF) term in the hyper fine hamiltonian of Tm in Fe. 

The relaxation model indicated that at temperatures below 20K, the spin cor

relation time was much larger than the lifetime of the relevant nuclear 

states, so that a static hyperfine interaction could be assumed. If a rare 

earth ion is in cubic symmetry, the CEF term in the hamiltonian only in

cludes fourth- and sixth-degree operators multiplied by J-dependent reduced 
24 matrix elements. Since the latter are quite small for Tm (as well as the 
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other heavy rare earths except Yb) f pure exchange was assumed and the sta

tic magnetic hyperfine interaction alone was considered. The HFI values 

also rested on the critical assumption that all the l s , T m nuclei experien

ced the same HFI. The magnetic HFI at 4.2K thus deduced in Ref.II was 

5.60 (15) MOe, i.e., about 0.8 times the sum of the free ion field and the 

contact interaction. It was suggested that the HFI was reduced from its free-

ion value by the neglected cubic CEF term or -alternatively- by the interac

tion of implanted Yb ions with different radiation damage sites. Recent 

liquid-helium temperature Mossbauer experiments on room-temperature im

planted rare earths in Fe have unequivocally shown that a single static 

magnetic HFI acts on l s ,Tm (as well as ltlDy and 1 6 6Er) in Fe, with an am

plitude close to the free-ion field (the experimental value is 6.20±0,015 

MOe for Tm in Fe) and a very low ratio of the quadrupole-to-magnetic inter-
25' actions • These results apparently confirm the analysis and results of Ref. 1 ]. 

11 *« 14 
Unfortunately,although the HFI values deduced from IPAC and Mossbauer expe
riments on Ta in Fe were similar at 4.2 K, their temperature-dependence was quite 
different (leading to a 50Z discrepancy at 300K),This di screpancy warrants further 
investigation. It may be related to the different relaxation models used. Since the 
parameter of interest for this discussion is the value of the HFI at 4.2K,where the 
HFI is static,wewill restrict ourselves to this case.The agreement between the XFAC 
and Mossbauer results then in turn provides supplementary information on the effect 
of implantation. 

A rare earth nucleus may experience the free-ion HFI if the exchange 

interaction dominates in cubic symmetry, or if the CBF potential (due for 

example to a lower-than-cubic symmetry of an impurity-defect interaction) 

leads to a |j ̂ ±J> ground state. As noted previously ,a Mossbauer expe

riment is unable to discriminate between these two cases.On the other hand the 

IPAC technique,with all its limitations,only senses the magnetic interaction if 

13 



appropriate quantization occur* «long the applied magnetic field; this requires 

exchange-induced spin alignment and precludes "pinning" of a significant fraction 

of the Tm spins by a strong CEF effect .The combined results of the Mossbauer and 

IPAC experiments at 4.2K therefore provide very strong evidence that essentially 
26 all the Ta ions (and their parents Yb or Er) are subject to the exchange 

interaction with Fe and experience the same HFI (the latter presumably being 

reduced from the free ion value by CEF effects)* 

This conclusion ii clearly relevant to the results 

discussed here . It is in contradiction with a recent suggestion * that 

in order to obtain the true HFI values, the experimental numbers should be 

divided by the "substitutional fraction "(0.58) derived from lattice loca

tion experiments on Yb in Fe. This would have resulted in a HFI at 4.2K of 

about 1.6 times the free ion field-hence an incredibly high value of the 

contact HFI . The Hossbauer spectra at 4.2K ~ defi

nitively rule out this analysis of.the relation between lattice location and 

HFI results, 

4.2. Modifications in the HFI after annealing or high-temperature implan

tation 

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, we assume f- I inEq.(3) 

after room-temperature implantation. In order to account for the variation 

in f upon annealing or high-temperature implantation, several effects may 

be considered. 
A 

. It was suggested that rare-earths form oxides upon room-
temperature implantation into Fe, and that annealing increases the proportion 
of l 6*Tm in oxide form.This 'explanation nay account for the results 
obtained in Kef.8, after low-energy (60 keV) implantation (hence possible 
interaction of the implanted ions with the surface oxide layer). It is not 
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consistent, however, with our result! («ee I). Also, as noted in Section 

3.2., the analysis of the IFAC experiments (after annealing above 300K) 

in ten» of fast paramagnetic relaxation is in contradiction with our obser

vation of a TDPAC curve which displays only static quadrupole interactions 

it ic also in contradiction with TDPAC nea&urentents in several heavy rare 
30 earth oxides 

In.order to account for the nearly free-ion HFI amplitudes found in 

Hôssbauer spectra of '"fly, "'Er and u ' T a in Fe and Hi, an alternative 
13 li suggestion * was that upon annealing or high-temperature implantation, 

an increasing nuaber of rare earth iapurities interact with radiation damage 

(e.g., vacancies or vacancy clusters), thus reducing the symmetry of the 

surrounding charge distribution. The CEF is then axial, spin "pinning" 

occurs and as discussed in Section 4.1, the 1PAC could behave as though a 

non-magnetic component were present, while in fact the HFI was due to the 

|j *±J> state. An analysis in terms of Eq.(3) would still have been formally 

applicable to the IPAC results, and this possibility would still be open. 

However, such a random, high-amplitude HFI is ruled out by the TDPAC result 

on the Fc ' " T « sample annealed at 550*C : any HFI of this order-of-magnitude 

would lead to a vanishing TDPAC attenuation coefficient. 

A third possible explanation ' was offered, involving vacancy-

inducedprecipitation of the isplanted rare-earth upon annealing or high-

temperature implantation. Any rare earth -or rare earth compound- preci

pitate would lead to a drop in f as measured by IFAC, since the rare earth 

spins are no longer aligned along the external field by the exchange inter

action with the host. This explanation is not in contradiction with the 

Hôssbauer results since the precipitate involves the parent nuclei,although 

it is studied by the HFI of the daughter (thus,the contention that the 

Hôssbauer parameters of the annealed Fe "'Dy source do not correspond to 

those of Dy metal or of Dy F« 2 is not particularly significant, sine* the 

comparison should be made with 1 ( ,Dy in Er metal or ErFe,). In our case, 
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the BFI studies could involve clusters of Yb metal .which it non-magnetic. 

This would account for the static quadrupole interaction distribution in the 

TEPAC spectrum. From the value of the quadropole frequency u found here and 

32 
the estimated quadrupole moment Cv>6b) of the 36 na-state, an average field 

gradient at the l s'Tm nucleus of o<5 (I) it I0l7V.cm~2 is derived. Alternatively, 

the formation of some other non-magnetic or very weakly magnetic Fe-Yb com

pound may also account for the frequency distribution found in Section 3.2. A 

TUPAC experiment on "'Ta in Yb metal would provide more information on this 

point. 

Since neither TDPACnortôssbauer results are available on high-

temperature implantations of rare earths in Fe, the analysis of the reduction 

in f is necessarily incomplete. It may involve either "spin pinning" by an 

axial CEF, or precipitation. This point is discussed in IV , in the 

light of lattice location results. 

5. Conclusion 

From the results and discussions presented in this paper, we conclude 

that after room-temperature implantation of Tb in Fe, all the implanted nu

clei experience the same HFI, with the Tm electronic shells aligned by the 

rare earth-iron exchange interaction. Since the latter result is very unli

kely in an axial CEF, and in view of the evidence (from the HFI temperature-

dependence) for a dominating exchange term in the HFI Hamiltonian, we surmise 

that the implanted ions arc in cubic syamitry. *» discussed 

in IV , the existence of cubic symmetry around the impurity does no£ preclude 
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an inçurity-defect interaction* 

In IV, the HFI results are coabined with lattice location data and 

discussed in tens of radiation daaage evolution* A quantitative analysis 

based on the annealing properties of radiation damage in Fe accounts for 

the difference found here between the iaplantation-teaperature and 

annealing-teaperature dependences* 
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Table captions 

Table I ; Rooa-teaperature aeasureaents of anisotropics and rotations of 

IPAC for l**Ta and l75Lui«planted in Fe at 300K,af ter annealing at in

creasing teaperatures. Each anneal was perforaed on a different 

saaple. For details, see text. 

Table II: Rooa-teaperature aeasureaents of anisotropics and rotations of 

IPAC for 1 S , T R implanted in Fe at increasing temperatures. 

The saaple iaplanted at 520'C was also annealed at 520°C (see 

text). 



Table I 

Annealing A ( ' " i n ) R ( 1 S S T») R ( 1 7 5 Lu) 

tenperature (*C) 5/2+ level 7/2+ level 5/2+ level 7/2+ level 9 /2 + level 

RI 0.285 (5) 0.085 (3) 0.115 (4) 0.070 (3) 0.063 (5) 1.00 

200 0.325(10) 0.094 (6) 0.099 (6) 0.085 (6) - 0.96 (5) 

300 - 0.066 (6) 1.04 (7) 

450 0.415(18) 0.134(12) 0.058(10) 0.055(10) 0.047 (6) 0.72 (9) 

500 - - - - -0.002 (7) 0.00 (8) 

550 0.462 (8) 0.250 (5) 0.001 (4) 0.002 (5) 0.005 (7) 0.07 (6) 

(unperturbed)* 0.475 (4) 0.43S (5) - - - -

rroa Ref.20, in agréèrent with our Measurements. 



Table II 

Implantation A R 

Teatierature (*C) 5/2+ level 7/2+ level 5/2+ level 111* level 

300 

400 

520 

0.285 (8) 0.085 (3) 0.115 (4) 0.070 (3) 1.00 

0.311 (8) 0.085 (9) 0.101 (7) 0.069 (9) 0.96 (7) 

0.412 (5) 0.232 (4) 0.073 (3) 0.030 (5) 0.22 (5) 

0.404 (6) 0.261 (6) 0.056 (4) 0.017 (5) 0.16 (5) 

Iaplanted at 
520*C,annealed 
at 520*C. 

0.000 (6) 0.001 (7) 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1 : Post-accelerating lens for high temperature implantation. The 

heater is mounted on a standard X-ray goniometer for single-

crystal ioplantation studies (see Réf. 10) .Beam slit I is groundad; 

beam slit 2 is at high voltage. Also shown are electron repeller (3), j 

shutter (4) p and insulators (5). ^ 

Figure 2 ; Simplified decay scheme of u * T b (from Ref.20). .-

1 
Figure 3 : Integral perturbed angular correlations for a room-tempe rature ;ï 

Fe 1 6 9 T m source. Solid lines correspond to "field up" and dashed 3 

lines correspond to "field down" in the standard terminology of Â 

perturbed angular correlations* The hyperfine field is negative ê 

in all cases. 

Figure A : Tiae-differential perturbed angular correlation attenuation 

tor G 2(t) for the HFI of the 379 keV-level in
 IB*Tra after 

roosr-tempcrature-implantation in Fe and annealing at 550*C. 
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